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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Accessing and using cannabis,Education,Young people and children,Public health,Mental health,Social
impacts,Public safety,Criminal activity
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
Full legalization for all over 18 safer than alcohol and pharmaceuticals
Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. ,Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.,There
should be no restrictions.

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
1st i find the terms of references very hard to understand but ill tryI can't see any reason that full legalization of cannabis would cause harm to anyone as its the safest medicine
on the planet I do realize there are recreational and medical but noone has ever overdosed and died from
using cannabis alcohol is far more dangerous, I also feel more education to the public needed I don't believe
in treatment programmes or mental health programme r necessary for over 21 especially if using it to replace
dangerous opiods and dangerous nsaids etc and other opiod substitutes they just kill u slowly but still
cannabis is last resort treatment it should be 1st resort I feel more education for drs is needed here , with
recreational grown cannabis yes if under 21 a mental health program in place , full legalization is needed
now especially for those who cannot afford a medical cannabis scheme aimed at the top end of town because
they can only afford it while our most vulnerable living with chronic pain illnesses miss out there shouldn't
have to be drs involved as they know next to nothing about this there should be a system like Canada with a
proper cannabis dispensary set up run by those who have been growing for many years- the compassionate
healers
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Full legalization for all over 21 before i die would be wonderful but really how backward is this country its a
weed for God's sake gods gift to us - just legalize it
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